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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Writing is one of the four language skills besides speaking, listening,
and reading, which is the basic skill that the students need. From the fourth
language skills, writing is one of the language skills which important in our
life. Writing is important because it can make students more creative and
stimulate students‘ idea. Furthermore, by writing students are assisted to
reinforce the grammatical structure, idioms, and vocabularies which have
been taught, to have adventure with language, to go beyond what they have
learnt to say and to become involved in the new language (Sattayatham and
Pongrat, 2012, p. 1). According to Paul (2007, p. 96) writing is considered as
the most difficult and most challenging skill compared to the other skills.
Therefore, writing becomes very important language skill to develop.
Emphasizes the following benefits of writing it aids language
development at all levels; grammar, vocabulary, phonology and discourse; it
requires learners to manipulate the language in interesting and demanding
ways as they attempt to express uniquely personal meaning (Maley, 2009)
Good writing is essential for effective communication. The better you write,
the more easily the readers will understand you. Learning to write well takes
time and practice. Writing at first comes from an idea in the head, then the
person who has the idea reveals and expressing the ideas in good language
and using a good grammar on piece of paper. Writing will not be able to
understood if the relation among parts is not tightly related.
Writing becomes a big challenge for the students because to accomplish
a good composition in English, it needs complex process. According to
Oshima& Hogue, (2007, p. 16) process of writing consist of four stages, they
are prewriting, organizing, writing, and the last polishing. The main focus of
teaching writing is to develop competency in creating a good writing. To
achieve a good writing, a text should discuss only one main idea from
beginning to end, called unity (Checkett, 2013, p. 140). A text which is
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unity can help the reader understand what you are telling to the about the
content of the text. Besides the text must be unity, there are other factors
contribute to the quality of writing product, such as cohesion and coherence.
In this research, researcher discuss about the cohesive device that is in
students writing text. The operational definition of cohesive device can be
discerned from the word ‗cohesion‘. ―Cohesion is the linking of elements of
the text through repetition (or redundancy) of information at the semantic,
syntactic, and discourse structure levels‖ (Cox et al, 1990, p. 49). According
to Halliday and Hassan (1976) also have similar definition that cohesion
occurs to bind sentences together in order to hold the inherent meaning in the
connected sentences.
Cohesion is word or phrase that show the relationship between
paragraphs or section sections of the text. According to Halliday and Hassan
(1976) Cohesion is a semantic unit that refers to the relation of meaning that
exist within a text and that defines it as a text. This cohesion occurs when the
interpretation of some elements in the discourse is dependent on that another.
It is grammatical and lexical relationship within a text or sentence. The term
cohesion is tightly related with cohesive devices, which Halliday and Hassan
(1976) classify into five kinds; reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction,
and lexical cohesion. In this research, researcher only examined four kinds of
cohesive devices; reference, substitution, ellipsis, and conjunction.
According to Matthiessen (2014, p. 603) in cohesion there is a grammatical
cohesion. In grammatical cohesion there are four items are attached which
are reference, substitution, ellipsis and conjunction. Each of them stands as
grammatical cohesive device that has its own character. However, it is
important that the text can include some factors from the context which can
be relevant to it is interpretation. A text is not just a sequence of sentence
strung together, but sequence of unit, or parts of sentence, connected in some
contextually appropriate ways.
In addition, researchers took grade ten at SMAN 1 Kota Jambi. The
reason the researchers took SMAN 1 Kota Jambi for research was because
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SMAN 1 Kota Jambi was one of the schools that had a lot of achievements
in English lessons, such as English debate, speech, and so on. Based on
preliminary research conducted by interviewing an English teacher at SMAN
1 Kota Jambi, it was found that students were asked to make text after
learning the types of text. The researcher chose class X mipa 1 because the
students in this class had good writing skills, this was faced with
documentation and mini-tests, the English teacher‘s found that most students
were able to write well, especially in descriptive writing text. According to
an English teacher's explanation, class X mipa 1 is a smart class, many
students are interested and enthusiastic about learning English, including
writing. When students write text, it is found that in their writing there is a
use of cohesive tools in the text.
This research focuses on the use of cohesive devices in students‘ writing
text at tenth grade of SMAN 1 Kota Jambi. The researcher is interested to
investigating the use of cohesive devices in students writing text. The
researcher would like to conduct a research entitled “The Use of Cohesive
Devices in Writing English Text by the Tenth Grade Students of SMAN
1 Kota Jambi

B. The Formulation of the Problem
Best on the overview which is given in the background, the problem
formulated follow:
1. What are the types of cohesive devices used by class X students in
SMAN 1 Kota Jambi?
2. What are problem encountered in creating cohesive devices in students
writing text?

C. The Limitation of the Problem
In this study, the researcher would like to limits the problem on the use
types of cohesive devices exactly grammatical (reference, conjunction,
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ellipsis and substitution) and lexical cohesion in students writing descriptive
text at tenth grade in SMAN 1 Kota Jambi.

D. The Objective of the Study
The purpose of this researcher can be seen as follow;
1.

To explain type cohesive devices used by class X students in
SMAN 1 Kota Jambi.

2. To explain the problem encountered in creating cohesive devices
in students descriptive text.

E. The Significance of the Research
The finding out of the study is expected to be useful theoretically and
practically, there were: theoretically, these studies are expect to be useful: as
a source to give information about generic structure and language features of
descriptive text writing.
Practically,
This study will be useful:
1. For the students
The students of SMAN 1 Kota Jambi can improve their ability in writing
text especially in descriptive text and using cohesive devices.
2. For the teacher
This result of the study helps the teacher to give more arrangement and
practice to students which is concern to its cohesive devices
3. For the writers
The writer can increase her knowledge about generic structure in
descriptive text especially cohesive devices.

CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL REVIEWS
A. Writing
1. Definition of writing
Writing is one of important skills that everybody has to acquire. Every
single activity in life requires a person to write. When communicating with
other people trough email, letters, or short message services are actually a
writing activity. But now, writing has more specific definition to deliver. It
has more likely to assumed that writing is transferring an idea to a piece of
paper.
Writing is one of the tools to carry out the communication process.
According to Linderman (2001) defines writing as a process of
communication that uses a conventional graphic system to convey a message
to a reader. It means that writing is process of sending the message by using
letters, punctuation, words or sentences as a graphic system. Thus the
process of communication can be said successful if the reader and the writer
understand the language being used in written communication.
Writing generates new ideas by helping us to make a connection and see
relationships. This opinion is supported by Raymond on his book; Writing is
an unnatural Act, stated: Writing is more than a medium of communication.
It is a way of remembering and a way of thinking as well ..., writing has a
private importance as a tool for clear thinking, for sharpening our awareness
of the realities around us, for solving problems and shaping arguments, for
developing that short of knowledge – clear, specific, detailed – that makes
human consciousness different from every other form of consciousness on
earth. It is a way of finding out what we know and what we need to learn.
From the definition above, it can be concluded that writing is producing
message into written language. Writing is a skill which can be learned by
anyone who wants to express their thought, ideas, feeling, etc.
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2. Importance of writing
Writing is one of importance skill which have to mastered by the
students can help them to think critically and deep build a good writing.
Writing is intended to convey thoughts, ideas, and facts in easy and clear
language. Students must learn the art of good writing which is very
important to excel at the academic and professional levels. Good writing
skills are needed for all students to achieve their educational and
employment requirements. Harmer (2004) states that there are some the
importance of writing . Those can be following points:
a. Writing is not bound in the way conversation is. It means that in
writing activities the students have longer time to think rather than
speaking activities. Thus, the students can choose the appropriate word
that will be used express idea.
b. Writing encourage students to focus on accurate language use because
they think they write. It may provoke well development as they resolve
problems which writing skill puts in their mind.
c. Writing can also be used integral part of a larger activity where the
focus is on the something else such as language practice, acting out,
speaking. The teacher ask students write short dialogues which they
will act out.
d. Writing is frequently useful as preparation for some other activities. In
particular when students write sentence. The students are given time to
think ideas and asked to write sentence.
e. Writing is also used to help students perform a different kind of activity
(speaking and listening). Students need to able to write to do these
activities.
f. Writing is also used in questionnaire-type activities. Students may be
asked to design by asking questions to their friends.
Writing has always been used as a means of reinforcing language that
has been taught. Teacher uses writing skill to make a not about recently learn
grammar in learning process.
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3. Purpose of writing
a. We may write to inform others of new ideas, so they may benefit from
our insight and understanding. Such writing may be used to summarize
findings, to posit hypotheses or /theories, to confirm speculations, to
reject previous approaches, to describe important information, to
explain findings, to warn of dangers or inaccuracies, or a variety of
other tasks.
b. One goal of writing may be to preserve a place in the precedence of
ideas. That is, the goal is to document and confirm achievements so
they will be recognized by others.
c. Another important goal of writing for a scientific journal may be to
benefit from the review process itself. Our submission of a paper
enables other researchers (e.g., reviewers and editors of journals) to
formulate a critical opinion of our work and to suggest improvements or
corrections. This procedure can produce a good discourse within the
research community and be a particular benefit for young researchers at
the start of their careers.
d. Finally, the challenge of producing clear writing can also be of great
personal benefit—that is, the writer herself can benefit from the task of
presenting her ideas in a coherent form (Zinsser 1988). In particular, the
task may result in a refined ability to think clearly and critically about
certain problems, or about the work of others. It may create a chance to
gain a deeper understanding of a problem or an opportunity to
formulate new ideas from old ones. In fact, it has been said that you do
not know whether you understand something until you try to write
about it.

B. Elements of Effective Paragraph
1. Purpose
When we talk about the purpose of paragraph, we are talking about the
reason that a writer is writing a particular paragraph. For writer to stay
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focused on their topic, they must understand the purpose that they are trying
to accomplish. The purpose is the goal the writer is trying to achieve. The
three most common goals of academic writing are; to inform the readers, to
persuade the readers, and to entertain the readers.
Writers often create a purpose statement before they begin writing. A
purpose statement is a short sentence that clearly defines the point of the
paragraph. Reviewing the purpose statement while you write will help you
to stay on topic and maintain the focus on your writing.
2. Audience
The second element is to keep your audience in mind as you write. The
term audience refers to reader. Good writers know who their audience is
before they start writing. Good writers keep their audience in mind as they
write every sentence in their paragraph. Consider these two main elements
in relating to your audience; viewpoint or person (first, second, or third)and
formal or informal writing.
3. Clarity
Clarity refers to how easy it is for the readers to understand your writing.
Good writers explain their points clearly. Clear sentences are not vague or
indirect, they get the point across to the reader by using specific, consist
language. Two ways that you can improve clarity; use descriptive (or
precise) word and use clear pronoun references.
a. Using clear descriptive text
Using clear, descriptive language improves clarity in a paragraph. It
helps the reader see accurately the person or thing the writer is
describing. Avoid vague and unclear word, such as good and nice.
Instead choose clear and precise word.
b. Using clear pronoun reference
Writers often use pronoun to avoid repeating a noun in a sentence or
paragraph. Pronouns can be makesyour writing clear and precise as long
as every pronoun refers to specific noun. When a pronoun reference is
unclear, you can correct this using the precise noun.
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4. Unity
Unity in paragraph means that all the sentences are related to the topic
sentence and it controlling idea. Good writer stay on topic by making sure
that each supporting sentence relates to the topic sentence.
5. Cohesion and Coherence
A piece of writing has cohesion and coherence when all of the ideas are
organized and flow smoothly and logically from one to the next. When a
paragraph or essay has cohesion and coherence, the reader can follow the
main ideas more easily. Three important features of cohesion and coherence;
a. Logical order
It is important to follow a logical order in your writing. The next
activity will help you to understand the importance of logical order.
b. Repeating of key word
Good writers know that certain keywords need to be repeated in a
paragraph to keep the reader focused on the topic. Sometimes
students worry that using the same word again and again can sound
to repetitive. To avoid being repetitive, you can also use pronouns to
replace these key nouns.
c. Transitional words or phrase
Transitional words or phrases are essential to maintain the flow and
coherence of a paragraph.

C. Cohesive Devices
1. The definition of cohesion
In a good writing product, there has to be a cohesion. The operational
definition of cohesive device can be discerned from the word ‗cohesion‘.
―Cohesion is the linking of elements of the text through repetition (or
redundancy) of information at the semantic, syntactic, and discourse
structure levels‖ (Cox et al, 1990, p. 49). According to Halliday & Hassan
(1976) also have similar definition that cohesion occurs to bind sentences
together in order to hold the inherent meaning in the connected sentences. In
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cohesion there is a distinction between grammatical cohesion consist of
reference, substitution, ellipsis, and conjunction and lexical cohesion which
are repetition and collocation.
Cohesive devices tell the reader what we are doing in a sentence and help
to guide them through our writing. They signal to the reader what the
relationships are between the different clauses, sentences and paragraphs.
Let‘s look at two examples below
The public transport in this city is clean and cheap
The public transport in this city is clean but expensive
There are two cohesive devices in the sentences above „and‟ and „but‟.
Both give the reader different signals and change the meaning of the
sentence. The first sentence tells the reader that „cheap‟ is simply being
added to the previous information, however, the second sentence tells the
reader that they are giving a contrasting opinion to the first part of the
sentence by using the word „but‟. In other words, the second sentence is
saying ‗it‘s unreliable (which is bad) but the good thing about it is it‘s cheap.
So I don‘t mind using it. Simply using the word „but‟ conveys that which
message without needing to literally say it.
In addition, researcher shall be looking at what discourse analysts can tell
us about contextualized uses of structures and grammatical its orientations to
cover significant areas at present under-represented in grammar teaching.
Researcher begin by looking at grammatical cohesion, the surface marking
of semantic links between clause and sentences in written discourse, between
utterances and turns in speech.
Cohesion is divided into several types. Halliday and Hasan (1976) note
that cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some elements in the
discourse is dependent on that of another. They find five sources of cohesion
that can be found in English: cohesion through reference, cohesion through
substitution, cohesion through ellipsis, cohesion through conjunction, and
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cohesion through lexical items. Of these various types of cohesive relations,
the first four are grammatical, while the other is lexical.
In this research, researcher only examine four types of cohesive device
namely cohesion through reference, cohesion through substitution, cohesion
through ellipsis, cohesion through conjunction. So, the researcher only
examines grammatical cohesive device.
3. Types of cohesive devices
There are two broad divisions of cohesion identified by Halliday and
Hassan (1976) there are grammatical and lexical. Reference, substitution,
ellipsis, and conjunction are the various types of grammatical cohesion.
Lexical cohesion is reiteration.
a. Reference
The term reference is traditionally used in semantics for the relationship
which holds between a word and what it points to in the real word. The first
source of cohesion discussed in English by Halliday and Hasan (1976) is
cohesion through reference. They state, ―Reference is the specific nature of
the information that is signaled for retrieval… and the cohesion lies in the
continuity of reference, whereby the same thing enters into the discourse a
second time‖
Matthessien (2014, p. 605) stated that reference creating links between
elements at the level of meaning. Reference is when one word refers to the
other word. According to Halliday & Hasan (2013, p.31) reference is divided
into three types:
1. Personal reference
It is achieved through the use of personal and possessive pronouns, and
possessive adjectives. They refer to individuals and objects that are
mentioned in some other parts of a text. In line with this, Matthessien (2014,
p. 626) stated that in personal reference, the category of person is used to
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refer. Halliday and Hasan in Andayani, Seken andMarjohan (2004) stated
that the category of personal reference include personal pronouns, for
example I, me, you, him, she, he, her, we, us, they, them. Then, possessive
determiners they are, my, yours, their, our, his, and her. And then possessive
pronoun they are mine, yours, ours, hers, and theirs.
Example: Three blind mice. So, how they run!
Susi is a devoted teacher. She always prepares her lessons.
2. Demonstrative reference
Demonstrative reference is essentially a form of verbal pointing. It is
reference by means of location, on scale of proximity e.g. this, that, those,
here, there, then and also definite article e.g. Matthessien (2013, p.629)
stated that demonstrative reference in origin they were probably the same as
third-persons forms.
Example: A man crossed the street. Nobody saw what happen. Suddenly, the
man was lying there and calling for help. (The definite article ―the” refers to
the entire first sentence.)
3. Comparative reference
It is achieved through adverbs and adjectives of comparison, which are
used to compare similarities or identities between items in a text. Normally,
reference items and the antecedent items are co referential. That is, they
share a semantic relation whereby the interpretation of an item depends on
something else in the discourse.
Example: Some people eat to live while others live to eat.
b. Substitution
Cohesion through substitution is the second source of cohesion discussed
by (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:88-141). They define substitution as the
replacement of one item by another. It is a relation between linguistic items,
such as words or phrases, rather than a relation between meanings this
distinguishes it from reference.
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Hidayat (2016) stated that substitution is a relation within the text body. A
substitute is a short of counter which is used in place of the repetition of a
particular item. A word is not omitted, but is substituted for another more
general word. In addition,
Example: which color would you like?
I would like the black one (one is used instead of repeating color)
Hidayat (2016) as cited in Halliday and Hasan (1977) points out there are
three types of substitution: nominal, verbal, and clausal substitution.
1. Nominal Substitution
Nominal Substitution substitutes the noun in the sentence. Commonly the
substitutes used are one/ones.
Example: The car’s price is too expensive. I can only buy the cheaper
one.
2. Verbal Substitution
Verbal substitution substitutes the verb in the sentence. Commonly the
verbal substitution is do including the use of does, did, doing, and done.
Example: you think Jessy already eat, I think everybody does.
3. Clausal Substitution
Clausal substitution substitutes the clause in the sentence. Commonly the
substitute used is so. Clausal substitution consists of so and not.
Example: Is there going to be an earthquake? It says so.
Has everyone gone home? –I hope not.
c. Ellipsis
According to Hidayat (2016) Ellipsis is the omission from speech or
writing of a word or words that are superfluous or able to be understood
from contextual clues. This type cohesive device will be characterized by
unchanged of the meaning although part of the sentence has been omitted
such as the pronouns.
Example: Do you have an extra pen, yes I have
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1. Verbal Ellipsis
Verbal Ellipsis refers to ellipsis within the verbal group where the
elliptical verb depends on a preceding verbal group.
Example : Have another chocolate. –No thanks; I have had my three.
2. Clausal Ellipsis
Clausal ellipsis functions as verbal ellipsis, where the
omission refers to a clause.
Example: I kept quite because Anne gets very angry if anyone mentions
Lina’s name. I don’t know why. The complete sentence in the second part is
I don’t know why Anne gets angry if anyone mentions Lina’s name. Here, a
clause is omitted.
d. Conjunction
Cohesion through conjunction is the fourth type of cohesive relation
discussed in Cohesion in English. According to Hidayat (2016) Conjunction
joins together sentence and often makes them more compact. Conjunction
are member of small class that have no characteristic form, their function are
chiefly as non moveable structure words that join such units as part of
speech, phrases, or clauses. There are four kind conjunctions; additive
conjunction, adversative conjunction, causal conjunction, and temporal
conjunction. Unlike reference, substitution, and ellipsis, the use of
conjunction does not instruct the reader to supply missing information either
by looking for it elsewhere in the text or by filling structural slots. Instead,
conjunction signals the way the writer wants the reader to relate what is
about to be said to what has been said before. According to Haliday & Hasan
as cited in Hidayat (2016), conjunctions consist of three:
1. Additive conjunction
Additive conjunction has function to connect two clauses that contain
different information, an, or, nor, furthermore, besides, that is, in other
words, etc.
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2. Adversative conjunction
Adversative conjunction is conjunction which moderates or qualifies the
information in the following sentence of a text with the information in the
preceding. For example: but, though, yet, however, on the other hand, etc.
Example: all of the figures were correct, they’d been checked.
Yet the total came cut wrong.
3. Causal conjunction
This conjunction bodes the cause or signals. The examples of them are
so, thus, hence, therefore, consequently, accordingly, a result, in
consequence, because of that, etc.
4. Temporal conjunction
Its function is to give a sequence or a time for something to happen. They
are then, until then, next, afterward, subsequently, first, after that, after that,
on another occasion, in conclusion, an hour later, finally, at last. In a party
approached the summit. Until then they had seen nothing of the panorama
around them.
e. Lexical Cohesive Devices
Lexical cohesive devices are defined as the cohesive effect obtained by
vocabulary selection. In order to have clearer picture about lexical cohesive
devices. Lexical cohesive devices is express through the vocabulary. In order
word, it is the cohesive effect achieve by the selection of vocabulary.
Halliday and Hassan (1976) purpose in lexical cohesion, that is reiteration
(word of phrase which is repeated in some sentences or the word) and
collocation. In lexical cohesive devices, there are two main

points are

discussed.
1. Reiteration
Reiteration is a repetition of lexical word. They are repetition of an
earlier item, synonym, or super ordinate or a general word, but is not the
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same as personal reference, because it does not necessarily involve the same
identity.
The first one is repetition. This lexical item is the repetition of similar
words. In repetition, the writer will use the similar word to be explained in
the next sentence such as:
There was a large mushroom growing near her, about the same height as
herself, and when she had looked under it, it occurred to her that she might
as well look and see what was on the top of it. She stretched herself up on
tiptoe, and peep over the edge of the mushroom (Halliday & Hassan, 1976).
In the sentence above it can be observed that the word mushroom refers
to the word mushroom in the previous one. The word mushroom is repeated
by mushroom again and it is called repetition.
The second one is synonym. Synonym is a repetition of different words
but have the same meaning. The example of synonym can be observe as this
following:
Accordingly “I took leave, and turned to the ascent of the peak. The climb is
perfectly easy” (Halliday & Hassan, 1976)
In the text above, the word climb refers back to ascent. They have
different word but the same meaning and it is called synonym.
The third one of reiteration is near-synonym or super ordinate. It
changes the word into the brand name. For example:
Hendry bought himself a new jaguar. He practically lives in him car
(Halliday & Hassan, 1976).
The word car refers to the word jaguar as the brand of a car.
The last type of reiteration in general word. This is a line between
lexical items and substitution. The example as given below:
There’s a boy climbing that tree. The idiot’s going to fall if he doesn’t take
care (Halliday & Hassan, 1976).
In the example above, the general word is a boy. The word the idiot
refers the general word a boy. For full example of the four reiteration is serve
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below:
I saw a boy in the garden. The boy (repetition) was climbing a tree. I was
worried about the child (super ordinate). The poor lad (synonym) was
obviously not up to it. The idiot (general word) was going to fall if he
(pronoun) didn’t take care. (Halliday & Hassan, 1976)
Therefore, the reiteration consists of four types. They are repetition or
repeating the same word, synonym or having the same meaning, super
ordinate or having nearly same meaning, super ordinate or having nearly
same meaning, and general word or pronoun refers to a general word.
2. Collocation
Collocation is more about lexical items that are found together within the
same text. It appears when a pair of words is not necessarily dependent to the
same semantic relationship but mostly exist within the same lexical
environment. For example:
In the theatre review we would expect to find words such as actor,
director, audience, cast.
Each of the bold word is collocated one to another.
D. Kind of Text
1. Descriptive text
a. Definition of Descriptive Text
Descriptive text is a kind of text with purpose to give the
information. The context of this kind of text is the description of
particular thing, place, and person.
A descriptive paragraph colorfully describes a person, place, or thing. It
allows you to imagine the way the person felt, heard, or saw the object or
location at a particular time regardless if the writer explains a real or
imagined circumstance. Additionally, a descriptive paragraph gives
reader‘s vivid image of a person, place or thing.
In the other hand, similar to Diane A Wibur (1996) said that descriptive
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writing is to create a clear picture or impressions of person, place or
object. Descriptive text is also a text which describe something that
appeal directly to the sense like John E. Warriner (1982) said that
descriptive paragraph giving a picturing words that appeal directly to the
sense (sight, sound, smell, touch, taste). He said a descriptive paragraph
is normally full vivid verbs and precise adjectives. It depends on details,
not action, to hold the readers.
1. The Purpose Of Descriptive Text
According to Widianti (2016) ―descriptive text describes a
particular object like a place, thing, or person. The author wants to
describe the particular object by describing its or his/her specific features
to help readers visualize what a person, an animal, a park, or a thing is
like.
2. Generic Structure of Descriptive Text
Descriptive text has two main parts, they are identification and
descriptive that‘s called generic structure. Dominant generic structure of
descriptive text:
a. Identification
In this part introduces to the subject of the description
b. Description
This part give details of the characteristic futures of the subject. It
may describe part of qualities, characteristics, size, appearance,
ability, habit, and daily live, etc.
3. Language features of descriptive text
a. Focus on specific participants
b. Use a simple present tense
c. Verbs of being and having ―Relational Processes‖
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d. Use of descriptive adjectives
e. Use of thinking verb and filling verb
f. Use of simple Past Tense if Extent
g. Use of detailed Noun Phrase to give information about the subject
h. Use of the action verb ‗Material Processes‘
i. Use of adverbial to give additional information about behavior
j. Use of Figurative Language
E. Review Related Studies
In order to support this research, the researcher discusses three related
studies. First study comes from Sri Suningsih (2006) with her research
entailed ―The Use of Cohesive Devices in Students‘ Writing‖. A thesis from
master in English Language Teaching study program Language and Arts
education department, Teacher training and education faculty, Lampung
University. This research aimed to find out types of grammatical and lexical
cohesive devices and the correctness of cohesive devices in students‘
writing. This study was designed as qualitative study. The samples of this
research were 3 groups of students in Pre-Intermediate, Advanced, and
Academic Writing course. The data were collected through the document of
students‘ recount writings analyzed by using the theory of cohesion by
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976). The analysis was concerned with: grammatical
cohesion (reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction), and lexical cohesion
(reiteration and collocation). The results of this study show that the three
groups of students produced the five types of cohesive devices i.e; the thirdsemester students in Pre-Intermediate writing course utilized conjunction
49.64%, reference 45.84%, lexical 3.93%, ellipsis 0.39%, and substitution
0.19%. The fifth-semester students in Advance writing course utilized
reference 49.44%, conjunction 44.51, lexical 5.73%, substitution 0.19, and
ellipsis 0.12%. The seventh-semester students in Academic Writing course
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utilized reference 62.59%, conjunction 35.49%, lexical 1.82%, substitution
0.10%, and ellipsis 0%.
The second study comes from Indah Puspitorini (2011) with their
research entailed ―Analysis on Cohesive Devices used in Descriptive Text of
Senior High School Books‖. A thesis from English education program
faculty of education and teacher training, State Islamic University
Tulunagung. This study focused on Cohesive Devices used in Descriptive
Text book. The writer found that the types of cohesive devices used in
descriptive

text

are

grammatical

cohesion

(reference,

substitution,

conjunction, and ellipsis) and lexical cohesion (reiteration and collocation).
The most frequent use is reference (52,6%), the second is conjunction
(28,7%), and in series followed by reiteration (16%), collocation (1,9%) and
the least frequent are substitution and ellipsis that has the same occurrence
(0,4%).
The third study from Panji Hadiwinata (2017) entitled ―Cohesive Device
in Students‘ Writing of English Education Program at State Islamic
University Sulthan

Thaha Saifuddin Jambi‖. A thesis from English

education program, faculty of education and teacher training, State Islamic
University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi. This study aims to manifested
the existence of cohesive devices in students writing. The result of the study
are manifestations of cohesive devices in writing (Halliday & Hassan, 1976).
The similarity to the first previous study is focus on the types of
cohesive devices used by the students. And the similarity to the previous
study is in subject of the research, and similarity to the third previous study
is in methodology in the research, which is use the documentation method.
The difference between the first previous study and writer research is sample
of the research, the samples of the first previous study were 3 groups of
students in Pre-Intermediate, Advanced, and Academic Writing course and
the researcher used class X senior high school as sample. While the
difference with the second previous study is in previous study the researcher
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analyzing the book but the researcher analyzing students writing. And then
the difference with the third previous studies is the data obtained, in the
previous study aims to manifested the existence of cohesive devices in
students writing. In this research the data were collected through the
document of students‘ descriptive writings analyzed by using the theory of
cohesion by (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). The researcher decides to use the
documentation method in the tenth grade of SMAN 1 Jambi City with took
all students of X mipa 1 as samples.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Research Design
In this research, researcher used is descriptive qualitative method.
According to David Williams (1995), qualitative research is the collection of
data in natural setting, using natural methods, and carried out by naturally
interested researcher interested researcher. According to Sugiyono (2016,
p.1) stated that the data analysis in qualitative method is inductive. It means
that the analysis is based on the facts that have been found. In addition, in
this researcher used qualitative method because this research focuses on
describing data of grammatical and lexical cohesive devices types on
student‘s descriptive text.
More specifically, qualitative research gives priority to analyze data. It
means that the data in this study is analyze of the text. Ch Surakhmad (1991)
give a statement that a descriptive research is method in which the researcher
uses a descriptive qualitative research design to get the answer of research
question. Descriptive qualitative research aims to describe the nature of
something that was taking place at the time of the study

B. Setting and subject of research.
1. Setting of research
The setting of research was conducted at SMAN 1 Kota Jambi which is
located in Jl. Jendral Urip Somoharjo Jalan Meyjen H,M. Jusuf Singedekane
Lorong Pustu Sei. Putri, Sungai Putri, Kota Jambi, Jambi. This place was
chosen because the students at the tenth grade of SMAN 1 Kota Jambi used
cohesive devices in writing text.
2. Subject of the research
The subject of the research is the students of the tenth grade at SMAN 1
Kota Jambi. There were three classes of tenth year students. Then the
researcher took one of classes, that was X mipa 1 to be investigated. The
researcher chose the class because the class wrote text and was included in a
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class with excellent students in writing, he found that most students were
able to write well, especially in writing descriptive texts.

C. Kind and Source of The Data
1. Kinds of The Data
a) Primary data
In this research primary data to get information about the types of
cohesive devices (reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, lexical) of
students‘ writing at the tenth grade students SMAN 1 Kota Jambi. The data
will be collected by documentation.
b) Secondary data
Secondary data is the data which supporting of this research. The
secondary data will be collected from the students‘ result of writing
descriptive text by the English teacher to the students at X mipa 1 in SMAN
1 Kota Jambi.

D. Source of The Data
In collecting the data, firstly, the researcher asked the teacher about the
time of the task. The researcher ask whether the task would be run in the
teaching learning time or at the set time (external time) and researcher used
students written that had been collected to the teacher to collect the data.
The researcher use documentation in collecting the data. According to
Creswell (2016, p. 225) documents consists of public (newspaper, paper,
meeting) and private record that include personal journals, letters, e-mail,
diary. In this research the researcher take documentation that is students
result in writing descriptive text. Then students result writing is collected and
analyzed. From this, the researcher knows what types of cohesive devices
used by students.
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E. Technique of Collecting Data
1. Documentation
In this research, the researcher use documentation in collecting the data.
Arikunto (2006, p.231) stated that documentation is a number of data that
presents the verbal data such as journal, memory, report and others written
text that can mutual responsible. According to Creswell (2002, p. 233),
documents consist of public and private record that qualitative researcher
obtain about a site or participants in a study, and they can include newspaper,
minutes or meetings, personal journal, and letters. In this research the
researcher take documentation that is students write descriptive text. The
type of documentation that the researcher uses is the researcher
photographing 20 types of descriptive text from class X mipa 1 students that
have been collected by the teacher.

F. Technique of Data Analysis
This research used qualitative data, so it was analyzed by using technique of
analysis of descriptive qualitative. The analysis of descriptive qualitative
gives predicate to researched variable according to real condition. The
analysis is based on (Mayring, 2018, p.82).
1. Categorization
Categorization is the process of selecting each unit which have
the similarities to determine the relevant material from the texts, it
has to be an explicit definition, the theoretical references can be
useful.
2. Abstraction
Abstraction means formulating a general description of the
research topic through generating the categories. It shows how
specific or general the categories have to be formulated.
3. Coding the text
To begin the coding, the researcher read the text from the
beginning, line by line and check if material occurs that is related to
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the category definition. All other materials are ignored within this
procedure. The researcher had to code the passage which fist with the
categorization. It is aimed facilitate the researcher looking for the
needed data.
4. Result
This step involves making sense of the themes or categories
identified, and their properties. In this stage, the researcher made the
sentences and presented the reconstructions of meanings derived
from the data. The researcher describes the result of the properties
and dimension of categories and abstraction. Then identify the results
based on the research questions

CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSION

A. Research Finding
After analyzed

the data, from

the five types of cohesive theory

according to Halliday & Hassan (1976) such as, 1. Cohesive reference (a.
personal b. demonstrative c. comparative) 2. cohesive substitution (a. nominal b.
verbal c. clausal) 3. ellipsis (a. verbal b. clausal) 4. conjunction (a. adversative b.
additive c. causal d. temporal) 5. lexical (a. reiteration b. collocation) but the
researcher just analyzed four types cohesive, they are reference, substitution,
ellipsis, conjunction, because lexical is cohesive obtained by vocabulary.
The researcher took twenty written from students as the sample of
research. From them, the researcher finally got 93 cohesive devices in all the text
of them. The researcher got 21 personal cohesive, 31 additive cohesive, 6
temporal cohesive, 1 conjunction cohesive, 1 substitution cohesive, 10 causal
cohesive, 5 comparative cohesive, 7 adversative cohesive and 11 demonstrative
cohesive. So, the total cohesive devices are 93.
Based on the chapter II, the researcher has described the definition about
cohesive device and gave the examples. First, reference cohesive concluding
personal, demonstrative and comparative device of cohesive, reference device is
traditionally used in semantics for the relationship which holds between a word
and what it points to in the real word. Personal cohesive is achieved through the
use of personal and possessive pronouns, and possessive adjective,
demonstrative cohesive is essentially a form of verbal pointing. It is reference by
means of location, on scale of proximity e.g. this, that, those, here, there, then
and also definite article, comparative cohesive is achieved through adverbs and
adjectives of comparison,
Second, substitution cohesive including nominal, verbal, clausal device
of cohesive, substitution device is the replacement of one item by another. It is a
relation between linguistic items, such as words or phrases, rather than a relation
between meanings this distinguishes it from reference. Nominal cohesive is the
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substitute noun in the sentence. Verbal cohesive is substitutes the verb in the
sentence and Clausal cohesive substitutes the clause in the sentence.
Third, Ellipsis cohesive like verbal and clausal. Ellipsis is the omission
from speech or writing of a word or words that are superfluous or able to be
understood from contextual clues. Verbal cohesive is ellipsis within the verbal
group where the elliptical verb depends on a preceding verbal group. Clausal
cohesive is verbal ellipsis, where the omission refers to a clause.
Fourth, conjunction device such as adversative, additive, temporal and
causal, conjunction is signals the way the writer wants the reader to relate what
is about to be said to what has been said before. Additive is the item to connect
two clauses that contain different information. Adversative is conjunction which
moderates or qualifies the information in the following sentence of a text with
the information in the preceding. Temporal is the item to give a sequence or a
time for something to happen. Causal is conjunction bodes the cause or signals.
The researcher will be described and explained about the cohesive in the
written that have made the students, below:
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Picture 1 : Sengingi Beach
Source

: Utami Fayyaza, X mipa 1
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At the first paragraph
1. Senggigi beach is one of the most famous tourism in Lombok, West Nusa
Tenggara. It is located on the west coast of Lombok island. It’s name is taken
from a princess name in a Lombok folklore (personal cohesive)
2. There are many hotels with varying prices. They are connected to Senggigi
Beach (personal cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. The special thing is the visitors can see the existence of Mount Agung which
looks like a huge black pyramid that rises to the sky and as if it’s floating on the
ocean (personal cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Senggigi beach is known as one of the favorite surf spots for the beginners,
because the average wave height on the beach is only 0,5 – 1 meter (causal
cohesive)
At the fourth paragraph
1.Senggigi beach has long coastline clean beach sand. It’s a suitable place to
relax and enjoy the sea views (personal cohesive)
―In here, the researcher gives a color to each sample text, for example in
the first paragraph ―Senggigi beach is one of the most famous tourism in
Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara‖ – ―It is located on the west coast of Lombok
Island‖. The word Senggigi beach and It is given a green color by researcher
because the type of cohesive devices is personal cohesive. It is to make it easier
for the reader to understand the type of cohesive devices, and how the cohesive
devices are manifested. In this text, the researcher found 5 types of cohesive
devices, in the first paragraph the researcher found 2 personal cohesive, the third
paragraph found 1causal cohesive and the fourth paragraph found 1 personal
cohesive.‖
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Picture 2 : Toba Lake
Source

: Radha Jeremia Anatama Sikagariang, X mipa1

At the first paragraph
1. By the way, Medan North Sumatra is my Father‘s hometown, so I often travel
to lake Toba (causal cohesive)
2. Back to the topic, Danau Toba is the largest volcanic lake in Indonesia
(additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. Lake Toba is an area 1.707 km, we can say that this is 1000 km. Bigger than
Singapore (temporal cohesive)
2. It formed by a gigantic volcanic eruption some 70.000 years ago. It is
probably the largest resurgent caldera on earth (personal cohesive)
At the fourth paragraph
1. The island of Samosir is situated the hug crater of Lake Toba. It is the heart of
the tales Batak culture and it‘s many traditional villages (personal cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 5 types cohesive devices, in the first
paragraph the researcher 2 cohesive devices are causal cohesive and additive
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cohesive. The second paragraph the researcher found 2 cohesive devices are
temporal cohesive and personal cohesive, and the fourth paragraph found 1
personal cohesive. For example, the word ―The Island‖ and ―It‖ is given purple
color, It as a pronoun for the island.‖


Picture 3 : Heha Sky View
Source

: Kyla Thahira, X mipa 1

At the second paragraph
1. In the merchandise store, they sell traditional souvenirs from Yogyakarta
(personal cohesive)
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2. And the last floor, there are a restaurant with the view Yogyakarta city
(additive cohesive)
3. And you can also rent a photographer to capture the moment (additive
cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. So, if you want to try the experience, come Heha sky view (causal cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 4 types cohesive devices, in the second
paragraph the researcher 3 cohesive devices are personal cohesive and 2
additivecohesive. The third paragraph the researcher found 1additive cohesive.
For example, the word ―And‖ is given grey color, It is has function to connect o
clauses.‖


Picture 4 : Chiang May City

At the first paragraph
1. Think of a place you like to visit or favorite place that you have visited
several times (conjunction cohesive)
2. Think of a place you like to visit or favorite place that you have visited
several times This can be tourism object of your favorite part of your house
(demonstrative cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. Include an introductory paragraph, two body paragraph that contain the
supporting details and a concluding paragraph (additive cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. And is crossed by the Ping river which is one of the headwaters of the Chao
Phraya river (additive cohesive)
At the fourth paragraph
1. This city is a tourist center in Chiang Mai which has many temples with
distinctive Buddhist features (demonstrative cohesive)
2. This temple was built on a plateu so it has very beautiful impression
(demonstrative, causal, personal cohesive)
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3. This place is also a cultural heritage of Thailand because it has a high
historical value (demonstrative, causal, personal cohesive)
At the fifth paragraph
1. While in Chiang Mai, you can use tuk-tuk or Songthaew transportation to get
around downtown Chiang Mai (comparative, additive cohesive)
2. In addition, you can also watch cultural festivals in Chiang Mai, such as the
flower festival in February, the Songkran festival in April and the Loi Kratang
festival in November (additive cohesive)
At the sixth paragraph
1. It’s no wonder that many foreign tourists come to this city every year to enjoy
the history of Chiang Mai (personal cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 15 types cohesive devices, in the first
paragraph the researcher found 2 cohesive devices are conjunction cohesive and
demonstrative cohesive. The second paragraph the researcher found 1additive
cohesive, the third paragraph found 1 additive cohesive, the fourth paragraph
found 7 types cohesive devices are 3 demonstrative cohesive, 2 causal cohesive
and 2 personal cohesive. The fifth paragraph found 3 types cohesive devices are
comparative and 2 additive cohesive and the sixth paragraph found 1 personal
cohesive.‖
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Picture 5 : My Grand Mother House
Source

: Hanna Marchyanti Andrianto, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. My grandmother’s house is very spacious. It has a front yard and a backyard
(personal cohesive)
2. The house is located in my hometown, Palembang (demonstrative cohesive)
3. Because it’s very spacious, me and my cousin love to play together and
sometimes held a party with her friends in my Grandmother‘s house (causal,
additive cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Beside many plants, Oma has a mini bird park on the backyard (additive
cohesive)
2. The mini bird park is my favorite place in Oma‘s house. It’s also the guests
favorite place (personal cohesive)
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―In this text, the researcher found 6 types cohesive devices, in the first
paragraph the researcher 4 cohesive devices are personal, demonstrative, causal
and additive cohesive. The third paragraph the researcher found 2 types cohesive
devices are additive and personal cohesive. For example, the word ―The house‖
is given orange color, It is essentially a form of verbal pointing.‖


Picture 6 : Mallboro
Source

: Zahra NabitaPutri, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Even though it is only Malioboro street which has many meanings and
attractions that make Malioboro street along the side of the road (adversative
cohesive)
2. It is a tourist destination of choice for local and foreign tourists (personal
cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. Namely the Yogyakarta palace, zero point and oboro street is made wide
enough for pedestrians (additive cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 3 types cohesive devices, in the first
paragraph the researcher 2 cohesive devices are adversative and personal
cohesive. The second paragraph the researcher found 1additive cohesive. For
example, the word ―And‖ is given grey color, It is has function to connect two
clauses.‖


Picture 7 : Nusa Kambangan Island
Source

: Dhimas Luthfi Arnanda, X mipa 1

At the second paragraph
1. The trip can be taken for 15 minutes then continued by boarding a fishing boat
to get to the island. While on the boat, we can see the view of the sea right in
front of us (comparative cohesive)
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At the third paragraph
1.But behind it all is stared a very stunning beauty (adversative cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 2 types cohesive devices, in the second
paragraph the researcher found comparative cohesive. The third paragraph the
researcher found 1adversative cohesive. For example, the word ―But‖ is given
red color because this type is adversative cohesive that conjunction which
moderates or qualifies the information in the following sentence of a text with
the information in the preceding.‖


Picture 8 : Lengkuas Island in Bangka Belitung
Source

: Rafi Putra Zalna, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. You can find lots of beautiful islands and jaw-dropping landscapes, including
Lengkuas island. It is one of the most popular Island in Bangka Belitung
(personal cohesive)
2. This structure is the inheritance of the Dutch colonialism (demonstrative
cohesive)
3. Though, it works fine until now (adversative cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Though, you can also enjoy a beautiful beach (adversative cohesive)
2. After all, the most famous one is in domarine wreck (temporal cohesive)
At the fourth paragraph
1. Lengkuas is a small island. It doesn‘t even have food stands and other
(personal cohesive)
2. From above, you can also witness numerous beach rocks (temporal cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 7 types cohesive devices, in the first
paragraph the researcher found3 cohesive devices are personal, demonstrative
and adversative cohesive. The third paragraph the researcher found adversative
and temporal cohesive. The fourth paragraph the researcher found personal and
temporal cohesive. For example, the word ―After all‖ is given blue color because
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this type is temporal cohesive that function is to give a sequence or a time for
something to happen.‖


Picture 9 : Padang City
Source

: Aqillah Nashifah Anatra, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Padang is the largest city on the west coast of Sumatra and the capital of the
province of West Sumatra, Indonesia (additive cohesive)
At the fourth paragraph
1. Moreover, it has many shopping center also such as Plaza Andalas, Basko
Grandmall and traditional market (additive cohesive)
2. Cause many things in the city of Padang always make me want to go back
there (causal cohesive)
―In this text, the first paragraph the researcher found3 cohesive devices
are 2 additive cohesive and 1 causal cohesive. For example, the word ―And‖ is
given red color, It is has function to connect two clauses.‖


Picture 10 : Taman Mini Indonesia Indah
Source

: Naufal Ridho Wicaksono, X mipa 1

At the second paragraph
1. I am so happy to had been there because it is very wide, good view and also
the most important thing is we can learn the culture of other 26 provinces in
Indonesia, like traditional houses, clothes, music, weapons, etc(causal cohesive,
additive cohesive)
―In this text, the first paragraph the researcher only found2 cohesive
devices are additive and causal cohesive. The word ―Because‖ is given red color
to indicate causal cohesive and the word ―And‖ is given blue color to indicate
additive cohesive‖
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Picture 11 : Bogor Botanical Garden
Source

: Dinda Putri Kirana, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Kebun Raya Bogor or Bogor Botanical Garden is a beautiful 87 hectares
garden that is situated in the city Bogor (additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. It is the first and foremost garden in the country. It was built by Jova‘s Dutch,
Governor Hadest Alexander Hirard Philip Van Der Capellen and it was
officially opened in 1817 (personal, additive cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Bogor Botanical Garden now keeps more than 15.000 species of trees and
plants (temporal, additive cohesive)
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―In this text, the researcher found 5 types of cohesive devices. The first
paragraph the researcher only found additive cohesive. The second paragraph the
researcher found personal and additive cohesive and the third paragraph the
researcher found temporal and additive cohesive. For example, the word ―More
than‖ is given red color to indicate temporal cohesive and the word ―And‖ is
given blue color to indicate additive cohesive‖


Picture 12 : Gramadia Bookstore
Source

: Keysa Olivia Syahrizan, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Gramedia is the biggest the most famous and the most complete bookstore in
Jambi city (additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
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1. There are also many textbook such as CPNS book, psycho test book,
SBMPTN book and final exam (additive cohesive)
2. in addition, they also provide textbooks for elementary school, junior high
school and senior high school (additive cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Besides the collections are really complete (additive cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 4 types of cohesive devices. The first
paragraph the researcher only found additive cohesive. The second paragraph the
researcher found 2 additive cohesive and the third paragraph the researcher
additive cohesive. For example, the word ―And‖ is given grey color, It is has
function to connect two clauses.‖


Picture 13 : Gentala Arasy
Source

: Chandra Yesaya, X mipa 1
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At the first paragraph
1. The bridge is one of the icons of Jambi city and being a favorite destination
for all circles (additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. Unlike bridges in general, this bridge is only for pedestrians (demonstrative
cohesive)
2. Even though this bridge is very long and snaking (adversative cohesive)
3. Before walking across the bridge, visitors can also explore various foods and
drinks to enjoy while taking a leisurely stool on the bridge (comparative
cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 4 types of cohesive devices. The first
paragraph the researcher found additive, demonstrative, adversative and
comparative cohesive. For example, the word ―While‖ is given green color, It is
achieved through adverbs and adjective of comparison.‖


Picture 14 : Mount Kerinci
Source

: Dwita Handil Fahdly R. D, X mipa 1
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At the first paragraph
1. Mount Kerinci is the highest mountain in Sumatra and the second highest
mountain in Indonesia (additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
2. The plants that dominate here are various types of mahogany trees, the raflesia
arnoldi, the giant suwega morphapollusitanium(demonstrative cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. Behind it, there is Gunung Tujuh which has a very crater and is almost
untouched (additive cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 3 types of cohesive devices are 2additive,
demonstrative cohesive. For example, the word ―And‖ is given blue color, It is
has function to connect two clauses.‖


Picture 15 : Prambanan Tempe
Source

: Abiyu SyauqiSyah Putra, X mipa 1

At the second paragraph
1.This temple is dedicated to Trimurti (demonstrative cohesive)
2. Brahma as the creator god, Vishnu as the god of preservation and Shiva as the
god of destruction (additive cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. This temple is a UNESCO world heritage site (demonstrative cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 3 types of cohesive devices. The second
paragraph, the researcher has found demonstrative and additive cohesive. For
example, the word ―This temple‖ is given green color. It is essentially a form of
verbal pointing.‖
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Picture 16 : Lake Singkarak
Source

: Wahyu Farezky, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Which is located right between two districts, namely Solok regency and Tanah
Datar regency (substitution, additive cohesive)
2. Its strategic location make the lake become visited by many tourists (personal
cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. In addition to the morning, atmosphere at night is also very beautiful with star
(additive cohesive)
2. In addition to water tourism (additive cohesive)
3. Pensi curry then the famous fried tisil bilih that this food can usually be found
in restaurant around lake Singkarak lake (temporal, demonstrative cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 7 types of cohesive devices. The first
paragraph, the researcher has found substitution, additive and personal cohesive.
The second paragraph the researcher has found 2 additive cohesive, temporal
and demonstrative cohesive. For example, the word ―Which is‖ is given red
color to indicate substitution cohesive and the word ―And‖ is given blue color to
indicate additive cohesive‖


Picture 17 : The Clock Tower of Bukit Tinggi
Source

: Yobby Novialdi, X mipa 1

At he first paragraph
1. The clock tower of Bukit Tinggi or Jam Gadang is the landmark of Bukit
Tinggi and West Sumatra in Indonesia (additive cohesive)
At the second paragraph
1. It can be traced from the ornaments on the clock tower (personal cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. While in the period after independence (comparative cohesive)
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At the fourth paragraph
1. The number four in roman numerals are usually written by IV, but at the Jam
Gadang is listed with III (adversative cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 4 types of cohesive devices. The
researcher has found additive, personal, comparative and adversative cohesive .
For example, the word ―It‖is colored in blue is the personal cohesive because It
is a pronoun.‖


Picture 18 : Jogja Bay Waterpark in Yogyakarta
Source

: Ajeng Aisyah Tsabitah, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. Jogja Bay water park is a must-visit place because of how big it is
(causal,personal cohesive)
2. Therefore ,it is not surprising that Jogja Bay is claimed to be the largest
(causal, personal cohesive)
At the third paragraph
1. While the rides are suitable for children, Jogja Bay water park provides Ziggy
Giant Barrel (comparative cohesive)
2. This vehicle in the form of a wave pool that has 9 different types of waves
provides information and education (demonstrative, additive cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher found 7 types of cohesive devices. The first
paragraph, the researcher has found 2 causal and 2 personal cohesive. The third
paragraph the researcher has found additive cohesive, comparative and
demonstrative cohesive. For example, the word ―Because‖ is given red color to
indicate causal cohesive and the word ―It‖ is given green color to indicate
personal cohesive‖
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Picture 19 : Museum in Ambarawa
Source

: Ayu Fitri Rasyidah, X mipa 1

1. Back then it was known as the Williem I station (temporal, personal cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher only found 2 types of cohesive devices are
temporal and personal cohesive. The word ―Then‖ is given red color to indicate
temporal cohesive and the word ‖It‖ is given black color to indicate personal
cohesive‖


Picture 20 : Way Kambas National Park
Source

: Firman Ardiansyah, X mipa 1

At the first paragraph
1. The elephant training center or pusat latihan gajah (PLG), but the last few
years this name was changed into elephant conversation center (pusat konversi
gajah) PKG (additive, adversative, demonstrative cohesive)
―In this text, the researcher has found 3 types of cohesive devices are
additive, adversative and demonstrative cohesive. The word ―Or‖ is given purple
color to indicate additive cohesive, the word ―But‖ is given dark blue color to
indicate adversative cohesive and the word ‖This‖ is given blue color to indicate
demonstrative cohesive‖
`Problem encountered in this research are sentence patterns, verb
patterns/forms conjunction, ellipsis, and preposition use. According to Eggins
(1994:64) define the terms cohesion refers to the way of the part of discourse are
related together. Cohesion denotes certain features of the text like the semantic
tie in the text, the consistency of participant, and the connection in terms of
lexical selection. In fact, the use of cohesion and for students were not maximal,
because they are so many occurs in doing the descriptive text based on using of
cohesive devices.
It proved that the using of cohesion, students need to build up sentences
in any given text. Cohesion comes through the linking of different part of a text
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to teach other so that it gives a structure to a text. It helps in hanging sentences
together in logical way, for having a right meaning. So, cohesion has relation
with the broader concept. But, students still there are mistakes which is proved
they got difficult in making paragraph with good cohesion.

B. Discussion
The result of the cohesive device research showed that the students omit
cohesive into four types from five based on Halliday & Hasan theory. These are
cohesive with the total 93 cohesive devices include all types like the explanation
on the part of finding before the researcher described.
Based on the problem of research in chapter I, in here the researcher will
show it. The students made 21 the personal cohesive because the personal
cohesive is very easy to used in the text to make the cohesive sentence compare
the other cohesive device. The students more understand about the personal (I,
you, we, hey, he, she, it) in the using cohesive. So, from 93 devices and four
types cohesive the personal device there are 21 is about 25 %.
The students made 31 the additive cohesive because this is the cohesive
that very mainstream and often always there in all of the text. The students just
input the word like and in their sentences. The cohesive has the function to link
2 sentence that have relation. So, from 93 devices and four types cohesive the
additive device there are 31 is about 35%.
The students made 11 the demonstrative cohesive. The definition
demonstrative cohesive is location that meaning like this, that, there (show the
location, place in the sentence) in the text that students made, the researcher got
many sentences using his cohesive. From 93 devices and four types cohesive the
demonstrative cohesive there are 11 like 14%.
The student made 10 the causal additive cohesive. The causal using in
the sentence to relate between two sentence that result what happening, from his
to be this, because what? the word like so, consequently, because, etc. from 93
devices and four types cohesive the causal cohesive there are 10 is about 12%.
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Then, from the personal, additive, demonstrative, causal we got about
86% of using devices of cohesive. 14% include temporal 6 cohesive, 1
conjunction device, 1 substitution cohesive and 7 adversative cohesive. The
students little use these cohesive because they not familiar with the type
cohesive. So, in this discussion the researcher research about the cohesive and
took the theory of Halliday & Hassan, they said there are five types and subtypes, but the researcher just research four types in this school, the researcher got
93 using of cohesive device include all of type and sub-type from four types of
cohesive devices.
Based on qualitative analysis, it was found out that certain cohesive types
assisted the students in the argumentation process. For instance, the use of
adversative conjunction helped the students establish counterclaims. However,
‘but‘ is the most frequently used adversative conjunctions by the students which
may signify that their knowledge on the use of this kind of cohesive devices is
limited. There were instances where the students can use concessive like yet or
however to establish stronger claims. In addition, reference item like this, that,
among others establish connection between previously given information to new
information in the text.
The finding of this research generated some pedagogical implications for
the teaching of writing, the second language learners of English in the tertiary
level and for research. The first implications is concerned with addressing
redundancy and misuse of conjunctions in the students‘ writing. The second
implication is concerned with the relationship of form and function of text.
Language teacher must make the students understand the connection between
the form and the function of language which will help them become aware how
stretches of language can be coherent without being cohesive or cohesive
without being coherent. The third implication is concerned with research.
Further studies that will analyze students‘ writing should be conducted. The
whole writing could be analyzed in terms of grammatical and lexical cohesion,
since it a limitation of this study. The organizational moves students employ
when they write descriptive text may be point of study.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
From finding and discussion some conclusion can be drawn. The
cohesion of the descriptive written by the tenth grade students of SMAN 1 Kota
Jambi was created by the uses of cohesive devices. These are cohesive with the
total 93 cohesive devices include all types like the explanation on the part of
finding before the researcher described. The students made 21 the personal
cohesive because the personal cohesive is very easy to used in the text to make
the cohesive sentence compare the other cohesive device. The students made 31
the additive cohesive because this is the cohesive that very mainstream and often
always there in all of the text. The students made 11 the demonstrative cohesive
and made 10 the causal additive cohesive. The cohesive devices used were I
terms of grammatical cohesive devices.
The problem encountered in this research are sentence patterns, verb
patterns/form conjunction, ellipsis, and preposition used. In this research there is
a lack of researcher only examining one text for one sample, the researcher can
be examine two or more text for one sample. Thus, the researcher can conclude
that the students could produce cohesive devices in their writing. However, the
students still need more practice to use some cohesive devices like substitution,
ellipsis and lexical.
B. Suggestion
Based on finding, discussion and conclusion some suggestion can be
proposed as follows:
1. The teacher to give more arrangement and practice to students which is
concern to its cohesive devices.
2. The students have to improve their writing skill especially in using
cohesive devices.
3. The finding on this research can be used as a reference for next
researcher who are change to prepare learning material s writing.
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